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Abstract
We consider a non-conserving zero-range process with hopping rate proportional to the
number of particles at each site. Particles are added to the system with a site-dependent
creation rate, and vanish with a uniform annihilation rate. On a fully-connected lattice with a
large number of sites, the mean-field geometry leads to a negative binomial law for the number
of particles at each site, with parameters depending on the hopping, creation and annihilation
rates. This model can be mapped to population dynamics (if the creation rates are reproductive
fitnesses in a haploid population, and the hopping rate is the mutation rate). It can also be
mapped to a Bianconi–Baraba´si model of a growing network with random rewiring of links
(if creation rates are the rates of acquisition of links by nodes, and the hopping rate is the
rewiring rate). The steady state has recently been worked out and gives rise to occupation
numbers that reproduce Kingman’s house-of-cards model of selection and mutation. In this
paper we solve the master equation using a functional method, which yields integral equations
satisfied by the occupation numbers. The occupation numbers are shown to forget initial
conditions at an exponential rate that decreases linearly with the fitness level. Moreover, they
can be computed exactly in the Laplace domain, which allows to obtain the steady state of
the system under resetting. The result modifies the house-of-cards result by simply adding a
skewed version of the initial conditions, and by adding the resetting rate to the hopping rate.
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1 Introduction
Non-conserving systems of particles on a fully connected lattice are useful models to describe out-of-
equilibrium systems with varying levels of fitness. In the context of population dynamics, particles
represent individuals in a haploid population, and fitness is understood as reproductive fitness. In
the context of network science particles at a node represent links to this node (this mapping from
configurations of links to configurations of particles was used in the construction of the Bianconi–
Baraba´si model of a growing network [1]), and fitness is understood as the ability to acquire links.
The accumulation of particles at sites of higher fitness results from a selection process. This pro-
cess is attenuated by other processes: vanishing of particles and production of particles of random
fitness. This production process models mutation in a population (and it corresponds to a random
rewiring of links in a network). One may ask whether a finite proportion of the particles can con-
dense at the highest fitness level, provided death and mutation rates are low enough. In [2], such a
model of particles on a lattice was mapped to a non-conserving zero-range-process (ZRP) [3–6] with
extensive hopping rates, describing the occupation number of each fitness level. The zero-range
process is well-known to give rise to condensation, whose emergence and dynamics is understood in
the case of decreasing hopping rates [7–14].
The steady state of the non-conserving ZRP was worked out in [2] from a master equation by
adapting techniques from [15, 16]. The expectation value of the population at each fitness level
is the sum of two terms: a skewed version of the mutant density, and a term that approaches an
atom supported at maximum fitness in a certain regime of low mutation and death rate. These
terms reproduce the result of the deterministic measure-valued house-of-cards model introduced by
Kingman [17] (which assumes non-overlapping generations and large populations). As the steady
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state of the system is unique, the occupation numbers forget the initial conditions. However, the
rate at which they do so may depend on the fitness.
A system may be put in contact with initial conditions at random times by undergoing stochastic
resetting. This process resets the system to its initial configuration or to an ensemble of resetting
configurations [18, 19], and keeps it from its stationary state. The system under resetting can fea-
ture a non-equilibrium stationary process, depending on the parameters of the resetting process [20].
Moreover, the probability law of configurations of a system under resetting is related to the prob-
ability law of the ordinary system (without resetting) by an integral equation, obtained from a
renewal argument [18,21–25]. In particular, the probability law at steady state of the system under
resetting can be worked out from the Laplace transform of the probability law of the steady state of
the ordinary system. In the context of the present model of particles, a resetting event corresponds
to a massive extinction of population or to a destruction of links in the network, restoring the
system to its initial configuration.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: 1. characterise the behaviour of the system at finite
time (in particular, we would like to understand how fast the occupation numbers forget the initial
conditions), 2. as an application, characterise the steady state of the system under resetting. In
Section 2 we review the model and introduce notations, recalling the interpretations of the parame-
ters in population dynamics and network science. In Section 3 we introduce the generating function
of the model and work out the PDE it satisfies, based on the master equation. This PDE is non-
linear, because of the presence of the density of the system as a coefficient. This situation occurs in
balls-in-boxes models, such as the backgammon model [7, 26–28] (in which a fixed number of balls
are distributed among boxes, and the energy of a configuration is given by the number of empty
boxes). In Section 4 we adapt the functional approach taken in [29] to solve the master equation:
the moment-generating function is considered as a functional of the density, which allows to solve
the PDE after a change of variables. A consistency condition is imposed, which yields an integral
equation satisfied by the density. This equation is solved in the Laplace domain. In Section 5, this
solution is used to characterise the expected population at each fitness level in the steady state of
the system undergoing stochastic resetting to its initial configuration at a fixed rate.
2 Review of the model and quantities of interest
Consider a fully connected lattice with a large number of nodes (or states). Each of these states
carries a certain value called its level. This level is interpreted as a fitness level, either in the
sense of reproductive fitness (cell division rate) in a haploid population, or in the sense of the
rate of acquisition of links in a network (see Table 1 for a summary of the parameters with their
interpretations). The level is assumed to be bounded. More precisely, let us consider L regularly
spaced fitness levels in the interval ]0, 1]. Let us assume there are vj states with fitness level j/L
(for all j in [1..L]), with
vj = [qjV ] + 1, (1)
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where V is a large integer, and the family (qj)1≤j≤L describes the degeneracy of fitness levels and
derives from a probability density q on [0, 1]:
qj :=
q(j/L)∑L
k=1 q(k/L)
. (2)
We assume that the density q vanishes at maximum fitness so that there is only one state at the
maximum level:
q(1) = 0. (3)
We are going to consider the limit of infinite L, leading to a continuum of fitness levels, but L is
always much lower than the total number of states, which is O(V ).
In the limit of a continuum of levels (L→∞), the density q becomes the density of states:
vj
V
=
1
V
[
q(j/L)/L∑L
k=1 q(k/L)/L
V
]
+
1
V
≃L,V→∞
1
L
q(j/L). (4)
A configuration of the system is given by a set of V integers, each of them describing the number of
particles at each state. Assume each particle is a random walker. As the lattice is fully connected,
configurations evolve in continuous time through the following three processes:
1. Hopping: each particle can hop to a different state, uniformly chosen on the lattice, at rate β
(independent of the level of the state in which the particle initially is). In population dynamics
this corresponds to the introduction of a new mutant. In a network this corresponds to rewiring an
existing link.
2. Vanishing: each particle can vanish, at rate δ (independent of the level of the state in which the
particle is).
3. Production: a new particle can be added to a state of level l, at a rate that grows with l. The
maximum value of the level (l = 1) defines the timescale of the system: one particle is added on
average per unit of time to the state of highest level.
We therefore have a non-conserving system of particles on a large, fixed, fully-connected lattice,
and each particle is a random walker for the duration of its life. Each node has a certain level.
Level l is degenerate if l < 1, with a degeneracy proportional to the density q(l). Consider the
occupation number of level l, denoted by nl: it is the total number of particles at all states of level
l. The three random processes we have described for configurations of particles are independent,
and they induce three processes on the occupation numbers:
1. When a particle hops from a state of fitness l in ]0, 1], the destination state is uniformly chosen,
which induces a probability law on the fitness of the destination site. In the large-L limit, the
probability of hopping to a state of fitness m 6= l goes to 1. The intensities of all the hopping
processes from states of level l to states of level m 6= l are therefore add up as follows:
(nl, nm)→ (nl − 1, nm + 1) with rate βnl
q(m)
L (1− q(l)/L)
≃L→∞ βnlq(m), (5)
which describes a stochastic process in the fully connected lattice of fitness levels (with L sites). This
process is a zero-range process, because the hopping rate from level l depends on the occupation
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numbers only through nl, the occupation number of the departure site. Each site has a large number
of neighbours, hence we are in the mean-field geometry and the probability of a configuration of
L occupation numbers factorises into the probability of L occupation numbers (in Eq. 8 we will
introduce a notation for the probability law of each occupation number).
2. Particles vanish at fitness level l at a rate that is the sum of the vanishing rates at all states of
fitness l:
nl → nl − 1 with rate δnl, for all nl > 0. (6)
3. Particles are created at fitness level l, at a rate that is the sum of the creation rates at all states
of fitness l:
nl → nl + 1 with rate l(nl + 1), for all nl ≥ 0. (7)
This rate is extensive, as the hopping and vanishing rates. The term 1 is added so that the empty
configuration is not a steady state: starting from the empty configuration, a new particle of maxi-
mum fitness is added at unit rate (there is just one state of maximum fitness by Eqs 1 and 3, hence
this term is a reflection of the time scale of the system).
Symbol Values Particles Network Population
l l ∈]0, 1] rate of production
of particles
rate of acquisition
of links
rate of cell division in
a haploid population
L large integer total number of
distinct levels
total number of
distinct fitness levels
total number of
distinct fitness levels
δ δ > 0 vanishing rate rate of disappearance
of links
death rate
β β > 0 hopping rate rewiring rate mutation rate
q probability
density
on [0, 1],
satisfying
q(1) = 0
density of states density of states mutant fitness
nl integer total occupation
number in
states at level l
total number of links
to nodes at level l
total popula-
tion of fitness l
Table 1: Table of notations and interpretations for the parameters of the model.
The mapping from particle configurations to occupation numbers is many-to-one, due to the
degeneracy of levels in ]0, 1[, but studying the non-conserving ZRP with extensive rates (described
by the processes of Eqs 5, 6, 7) can yield qualitative informations on the comparative ability of high
fitness levels to attract links (in the network interpretation) or to concentrate large populations (in
the population-dynamics interpretation).
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Consider the probability law of the occupation number nl of a given fitness level:
pl(n, t) := P (nl = n at time t). (8)
It satisfies the following master equation [2], induced by the hopping, vanishing and production
processes:
dpl(n, t)
dt
= θ(n) {(βρq (l) + ln) pl(n− 1)− (δ + β)npl(n)}
+ (β + δ)(n+ 1)pl(n+ 1)− (βρq (l) + l(n + 1)) pl(n), ∀n ≥ 0.
(9)
where ρ is the average density of the system:
ρ(t) :=
∫ 1
0
nl(t)dl, nl(t) :=
∑
n≥0
npl(n, t). (10)
The terms involving ρ reflect the mean-field treatment of the hopping process: level l receives a
fraction βq(l) of the total number of particles per unit of time.
At steady state the probability distribution of particles at each fitness level is negative binomial.
This was established by putting the l.h.s of Eq. 9 to zero in [2]. An expression for the steady-state
occupation numbers nl(∞) was derived. It consists of two terms: a skewed version of the measure q,
and a term that gives gise to an atom at maximum fitness when the sum of vanishing and hopping
rates δ + β decreases to 1:
nl(∞) =
l
β + δ − l
+
βρ(∞)q(l)
β + δ − l
, (11)
ρ(∞) =
∫ 1
0
l
δ + β − l
dl
(
1− β
∫ 1
0
q(l)dl
δ + β − l
)−1
, (12)
provided δ + β > 1 and β < βc =
(∫ 1
0
q(l)dl
δ + β − l
)−1
. (13)
The structure of this expression, together with the critical value of the hopping rate, is very remi-
niscent of the steady state of the house-of-cards model [17]. The steady state is unique and does not
depend on the initial conditions (nl(0))l∈]0,1]. In the rest of the paper we will assume that the rates
δ and β satisfy the conditions of Eq. 13 leading to a steady state. We are going study the master
equation at finite time in order to work out how fast each fitness level forgets initial conditions.
3 From the master equation to the generating function
Let us introduce the generating function, which characterises the probability law of all the configurations
of occupation numbers:
H(J, l, t) :=
∑
n≥0
pl(n, t)J
n. (14)
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In particular, the average occupation numbers and the density parameter can be expressed in terms
of H as follows:
nl(t) =
∂H
∂J
|J=1(J, l, t), ρ(t) =
∫ 1
0
(
∂H
∂J
|J=1(J, l, t)
)
dl. (15)
The master equation induces a PDE in variables t and J , satisfied by the generating function
at each level l. Let us write it with the terms in the same order as in Eq. 9:
∂H
∂t
=βρq(l)JH + lJ2
∂H
∂J
+ lJH − (β + δ)J
∂H
∂J
+ (β + δ)
∂H
∂J
− βρq(l)H − lJ
∂H
∂J
− lH.
(16)
Because of the dependence of the coefficients on the density ρ, the PDE is non-linear:
∂H
∂t
= (1− J)
(
(−l − βρq(l))H + (1 + ζ − lJ)
∂H
∂J
)
, (17)
where
β + δ = 1 + ζ, (18)
with ζ > 0 (this assumption, Eq. 13 ensures that the sum of the vanishing and hopping rates
is high enough to prevent an exponential divergence of the occupation number at large fitness).
The non-linearity can be addressed using the functional method (see [29] for an application of this
method to the backgammon model). Let us consider the generating function as a functional of the
density ρ(t), and impose a closure condition through he general definition (Eq. 15) of the density.
4 The generating function as a functional of the density
4.1 Change of variables
To find the precise functional dependence of the generating function on the density, let us look for
a change of variables that would transform Eq. 17 into an ordinary differential equation in the
time variable. The equation contains no derivative w.r.t. the fitness variable l, so we denote the
new variables by (v, l, t) and look for a function J(v, l, t), so that the generating function can be
expressed in the new variables as:
Hˆ(v, l, t) := H(J(v, l, t), l, t). (19)
Taking the derivative of Eq. 19 w.r.t. time we obtain:
∂Hˆ(v, l, t)
∂t
=
∂H(J(v, l, t), l, t)
∂J
∂J(v, l, t)
∂t
+
∂H(J(v, t), l, t)
∂t
. (20)
Inspecting Eq. 17, we impose the following condition, in order to match the derivatives of the
moment-generating function w.r.t. J :
∂J
∂t
= (J − 1)(1 + ζ − lJ). (21)
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As the parameter ρ is a function of time only, and the density q is a function of l only, Eq. 17 can
be rewritten in the variables (v, l, t) as
∂Hˆ(v, l, t)
∂t
= (1− J(v, l, t)) (−l − βρ(t)q(l)) Hˆ(v, l, t). (22)
We have to integrate Eq. 21 w.r.t. time to work out the change of variables. The inverse of the
r.h.s. is a rational function of the parameter J , with two poles, at J = 1 and J = (1+ ζ)/l > 1, for
any fixed l in ]0,1[. Decomposing it into simple elements yields:
1
(J − 1)(1 + ζ − lJ)
=
1
1 + ζ − l
(
1
J − 1
−
l
lJ − 1− ζ
)
. (23)
For our purposes J is in the interval [0, 1]. The quantity lJ − 1 − ζ is therefore negative, and we
can rewrite Eq. 21 as
1
1 + ζ − l
(
∂ log(1− J)
∂t
−
∂ log(1 + ζ − lJ)
∂t
)
= 1. (24)
Let us integrate this relation w.r.t. time and denote by v the integration constant
log
(
1 + ζ − lJ(v, l, t)
1− J(v, l, t)
)
= v + (l − 1− ζ)t. (25)
The change of variables from (J, l, t) to (v, l, t) is therefore defined by the relation:
1 + ζ − lJ(v, l, t)
1− J(v, l, t)
= eve(l−1−ζ)t. (26)
We can express the factor of (1− J) needed in Eq. 22 in the variables (v, l, t) as:
1− J(v, l, t) =
l − 1− ζ
l − eve(l−1−ζ)t
, (27)
which finally yields an explicit form in terms of the variables v, l, t for the time-evolution of the
generating function:
1
Hˆ(v, l, t)
∂Hˆ(v, l, t)
∂t
=
l − 1− ζ
l − eve(l−1−ζ)t
(−l − βρ(t)q(l)) . (28)
Integrating w.r.t. time yields an expression of the generating function as a functional of the
density:
log
(
Hˆ(v, l, t)
Hˆ(v, l, 0)
)
= (l − 1− ζ)
∫ t
0
−l − βρ(s)q(l)
l − eve(l−1−ζ)s
ds, (29)
which holds for any value of v.
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We need to transform back to the variables (J, l, t). Let us rewrite the functional relation (Eq.
19), and the explicit change of variables Eq. (27), at time 0:
Hˆ(v, l, 0) := H(J(v, l, 0), l, 0), (30)
1− J(v, l, 0) =
l − 1− ζ
l − ev
. (31)
From the change performed at time t (Eq. 27) we have an expression of ev in terms of the quantities
J(v, l, t), l and t, from which we find
J(v, l, 0) = 1−
l − 1− ζ
l −
(
l + 1+ζ−l
1−J(v,l,t)
)
e(1+ζ−l)t
. (32)
Going back to Eq. 29, we obtain the desired equation in the variables (J, l, t):
log
(
H(J, l, t)
(
H
(
1−
(1− J)(l − 1− ζ)
l(1− J)− (l(1− J) + (1 + ζ − l)) e(1+ζ−l)t
, l, 0
))−1)
= (l − 1− ζ)
∫ t
0
−l − βρ(s)q(l)
l − 1+ζ−lJ
1−J
e(l−1−ζ)(s−t)
ds
= (l − 1− ζ)(1− J)
∫ t
0
−l − βρ(s)q(l)
l(1− J)− (1 + ζ − lJ)e(l−1−ζ)(s−t)
ds
= (l − 1− ζ)(1− J)C[ρ, J, l, t],
(33)
where C is the following functional of the density:
C[ρ, J, l, t] =
∫ t
0
−l − βρ(s)q(l)
l(1− J)− (1 + ζ − lJ)e(l−1−ζ)(s−t)
ds. (34)
4.2 Closure condition on the density
The definition of the density at time t, Eq. 15, induces the following consistency condition, based
on the derivative of the generating function w.r.t. J , expressed in the functional form we have just
obtained in Eq. 33:
ρ(t) =
∫ 1
0
dl
∂
∂J
|J=1
[
H
(
1−
(1− J)(l − 1− ζ)
l(1− J)− (l(1− J) + (1 + ζ − l)) e(1+ζ−l)t
, l, 0
)]
+
∫ L
0
dlH(1, l, 0)
∂
∂J
|J=1 (exp ((l − 1− ζ)(1− J)C[ρ, J, l, t])) .
(35)
The normalisation condition of the probability distribution pl of occupation numbers at level l reads
(at time 0):
H(1, l, 0) = 1. (36)
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The derivative needed in the integrand of the first term in Eq. 35 is obtained from a Taylor
expansion at first order in h for J = 1 + h:
H
(
1−
−h(l − 1− ζ)
−hl − (−hl + (1 + ζ − l)) e(1+ζ−l)t
, l, 0
)
=H(1, l, 0)
+ e−(1+ζ−l)th
(
∂
∂J
|J=1H (J, l, 0)
)
+ o(h)
= 1 + e−(1+ζ−l)thnl(0) + o(h),
(37)
We read off
∂
∂J
|J=1
[
H
(
1−
(1− J)(l − 1− ζ)
l(1− J)− (l(1− J) + (1 + ζ − l)) e(1+ζ−l)t
, l, 0
)]
= e−(1+ζ−l)tnl(0). (38)
On the other hand, the factor of (1− J) in the argument of the exponential of the second term of
Eq. 35 yields immediately
∂
∂J
|J=1 (exp ((l − 1− ζ)(1− J)C[ρ, J, l, t])) = −(l − 1− ζ)C[ρ, 1, l, t]. (39)
We therefore find the following closure condition on the density:
ρ(t) =
∫ 1
0
e−(1+ζ−l)tnl(0)dl −
∫ L
0
(l − 1− ζ)C[ρ, 1, l, t]dl. (40)
This integral condition is a Volterra equation:
ρ(t) = z(t) + (K ∗ ρ)(t), (41)
where the function z contains the initial conditions
z(t) :=
∫ 1
0
e−(1+ζ−l)tnl(0)dl +
∫ 1
0
(∫ t
0
dsle(l−1−ζ)(t−s)
)
dl, (42)
and the kernel K depends only on the density q and the rates of the three stochastic processes:
K(T ) := β
∫ 1
0
q(l)e(l−1−ζ)Tdl. (43)
Let us denote the Laplace transform of a function f of time as follows:
f˜(s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−stf(t)dt. (44)
The Laplace transform of the convolution equation satisfied by the density yields the following
expression for the Laplace transform of the density, in terms of the parameters of the process and
the initial conditions.
ρ˜(s) =
z˜(s)
1− K˜(s)
. (45)
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4.3 Expectation value of the occupation number at a fixed fitness level
We can adapt the derivation of the consistency equation (Eq. 35) to obtain the expectation value
nl of the number of particles at a fixed fitness level l:
nl(t) =
∂
∂J
|J=1H(J, l, t)
=
∂
∂J
|J=1
[
H
(
1−
(1− J)(l − 1− ζ)
l(1− J)− (l(1 − J) + (1 + ζ − l)) e(1+ζ−l)t
, l, 0
)]
+H(1, l, 0)
∂
∂J
|J=1 (exp ((l − 1− ζ)(1− J)C[ρ, J, l, t]))
=e−(1+ζ−l)tnl(0)− (l − 1− ζ)C[ρ, 1, l, t]
=e−(1+ζ−l)tnl(0) +
(∫ t
0
ds(l + βρ(s)q(l))e(l−1−ζ)(t−s)
)
.
(46)
The expectation value of the occupation number at fitness level l therefore forgets the initial con-
dition nl(0) at an exponential rate, which decreases linearly with the fitness:
nl(t) = e
−(1+ζ−l)tnl(0) +
l − le−(1+ζ−l)t)
1 + ζ − l
+ βq(l)
∫ t
0
e(l−1−ζ)(t−s)ρ(s)ds. (47)
The Laplace transform of exponential functions,∫ ∞
0
e−steatdt =
1
s− a
, (48)
yields the following expression for the Laplace transform of the average occupation number at fitness
level l, for s > 0:
n˜l(s) =
(
nl(0)−
l
1 + ζ − l
)
1
s+ 1 + ζ − l
+
l
1 + ζ − l
1
s
+ β
q(l)
s + 1 + ζ − l
ρ˜(s). (49)
As we have expressed the Laplace transform ρ˜ of the density in Eq. 45, the expectation value
nl is completely characterised by Eq. 49 in the Laplace domain. Inverting the Laplace transform
of the density would yield an expression for nl as a function of time. However, the explicit result
we have obtained in the Laplace domain has a direct application to a system undergoing resetting
at random times distributed with a constant rate.
5 Resetting events
5.1 Review of the renewal argument
Let us consider the system of particles evolving according to the processes we described in Section
2, but assume it is reset to its initial configuration at random times. This configuration is given by
the number of particles in every state, which induces the collection of occupation numbers at all
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fitness levels.
Assume the resetting events occur at a fixed rate r. The configurations of the system under
resetting are the same as the ones in the system with no resettting, but they have different prob-
abilities. For a fixed configuration, let us denote by Pr(t) the probability of this configuration in
the system undergoing resetting at rate r (and by P0(t) the probability of this configuration in
the system without resetting), conditional on the fixed initial configuration to which the system
is instantaneously brought back at each resetting event. Following the renewal argument of [30],
the probability distribution Pr(t) can be expressed in terms of the probability distribution P0. The
expression consists of two terms corresponding to the following alternative. there has been either no
resetting event in the time interval [0, t] (the probability of this event is e−rt), or the last resetting
event occurred within an infinitesimal time dτ of t− τ , for some value of τ in (0, t) (the probability
density of this event is re−rtdt). Conditioning on these events yields:
Pr(t) = e
−rtP0(t) + r
∫ t
0
e−rτP0(τ)dτ. (50)
The large-time limit of this equation shows that the Laplace transform of the ordinary probability
distribution yields the steady-state probability distribution of the system under resetting.
5.2 Application to the steady state of the system under resetting
Let us apply this very general argument to our model. Consider a fitness level l and an integer
k ≥ 0, and denote by P0(k, t, l) the probability of the presence of k particles at fitness level l at
time t (conditional on a fixed configuration at time zero), in the absence of resetting. Let us denote
by Pr(k, t, l) the probability of the same event (conditional on the same initial condition), in the
presence of resetting at rate r. With this notation the probability distribution satisfying the master
equation (Eq. 9) reads pl(k, t) = P0(k, t, l).
Rewriting the renewal equation 50 in our notations, we obtain:
Pr(k, t, l) = e
−rtP0(k, t, l) + r
∫ t
0
e−rτP0(k, τ, l)dτ, ∀k ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ (0, 1). (51)
The expectation value of the occupation number of fitness level l under resetting is therefore ex-
pressed as: ∑
k≥0
kPr(k, t, l) = e
−rt
∑
k≥0
kP0(k, t, l) + r
∫ t
0
e−rτ
∑
k≥0
P0(k, τ, l)dτ. (52)
Let us introduce the following notation:
nl,r(t) :=
∑
k≥0
kPr(k, t, l). (53)
Let us keep the notation nl introduced in Eq. 15 for this expectation value in the absence of resetting
(the notation nl,0 would also be consistent for this quantity), and rewrite the renewal equation (Eq.
12
54):
nl,r(t) = e
−rtnl(t) + r
∫ t
0
e−rτnl(τ)dτ. (54)
Consider the steady state of the system under resetting. The expectation value of the number
of particles at fitness level l is read off from the large-time limit of Eq. 54 in terms the Laplace
transform of nl:
nl,r(∞) = rn˜l,r(r). (55)
The expression needed on the r.h.s. was worked out in Eq. 49 when we took the Laplace
transform of the convolution equation satisfied by nl. We therefore read off
nl,r(∞) =
(
nl(0)−
l
1 + ζ − l
)
r
r + 1 + ζ − l
+
l
1 + ζ − l
+ β
q(l)
r + 1 + ζ − l
rρ˜(r). (56)
Integrating Eq. 57 w.r.t. fitness yields the expression of the steady-state density ρr(∞) in terms of
the Laplace transform of the ordinary density:
ρr(∞) =
∫ 1
0
nl,r(∞)dl = r
∫ 1
0
n˜l(r)dl = rρ˜(r). (57)
The average occupation number at level l in the steady state of the system under resetting contains
a skewed version of the density q, weighted by the hopping rate β and the average steady-state
density of the system. Moreover, the resetting rate combines with the sum of hopping and death
rates, to yield a factor with the same structure as in the steady state without resetting (Eq. 11):
nl,r(∞) =
l + rnl(0)
1 + ζ + r − l
+
βρr(∞)q(l)
1 + ζ + r − l
. (58)
The density parameter ρr(∞) can be expressed using the consistency condition,
ρr(∞) =
∫ 1
0
nl,r(∞)dl, (59)
which yields
ρr(∞) =
∫ 1
0
l + rnl(0)
1 + ζ + r − l
dl
(
1− β
∫ 1
0
q(l)dl
1 + ζ + r − l
)−1
. (60)
If β is below the critical value worked out in the absence of resetting (Eq. 13), the denominator
in the above quantity is positive. On the other hand, the density ρr(∞) can be predicted by the
Laplace transform of the Volterra equation, using Eqs 42,43,45:
z˜(r) =
∫ 1
0
nl(0)dl
1 + ζ + r − l
+
∫ 1
0
(
1
r
−
1
r + 1 + ζ − l
)
ldl
1 + ζ − l
=
∫ 1
0
nl(0)dl
1 + ζ + r − l
+
∫ 1
0
1
r
ldl
1 + ζ + r − l
,
(61)
K˜(r) = β
∫ 1
0
q(l)dl
1 + ζ + r − l
, (62)
rρ˜(r) =
1
1− β
∫ 1
0
q(l)dl
1+ζ+r−l
∫ 1
0
(rnl(0) + l)dl
1 + ζ + r − l
, (63)
which confirms the value obtained from the consistency condition (using Eq. 57 relating the steady-
state density to the Laplace transform of ρ at the resetting rate).
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6 Conclusions
We have expressed the generating function of a non-conserving ZRP with extensive rates as a func-
tional of the average density. The density satisfies an integral equation of Volterra type. This
condition implies that the expectation value of the occupation number of a given fitness level goes
to its steady-state value at an exponential rate that decreases linearly with the fitness. Moreover,
the Volterra equation satisfied by the density is enough to characterise the expectation value of the
occupation number at every fitness level in the Laplace domain.
We obtained the expectation values of the occupation numbers at each fitness level of the system
under stochastic resetting at constent rate. They are induced by the values of the Laplace transform
of the ordinary occupation numbers, evaluated at the resetting rate r. The result has a very simple
structure that interpolates between the initial conditions (at strong resetting) and the ordinary case
(at r = 0). The system can be interpreted as a model of the balance of selection and mutation, or
(by mapping particles to oriented links), as a model of a network in which the links can form at a
rate given by the fitness level, vanish at a fixed rate δ, and be randomly rewired at a rate β. In
this model of a network, the set of nodes can either be fixed to that large set of nodes described in
Section 2, or grow in a way that keeps the density q of fitness levels fixed (the model then becomes
a version of the Bianconi–Baraba´si model with rewiring).
The ordinary case, worked out in [2], corresponds to a skewed version of the density of sates
q, with an extra term that gives rise to an atom at maximum density when the sum of the death
and hopping rates approaches the maximum production rate (the production rate of particles at
maximum fitness, which we set to 1). The resetting process modifies the ordinary formula in two
intuitive ways, that are enough to completely recover the result:
1. the resetting rate r adds up to the sum of the death and mutation rates (the combination de-
noted by 1 + ζ in Eq. 18), as one of the processes balancing selection, so that an atom develops at
maximum fitness in the limit of zero resetting rate and zero ζ (in this limit the setady-state density
of the system diverges as − log(ζ + r));
2. the initial conditions add up to the term βρr(∞)q(l) through the combination rnl(0).
The steady-state density ρr(∞) can be recovered as a consistency condition after applying these
two prescriptions to the ordinary expression (even though we obtained it from the Laplace trans-
form of the Volterra equation in the first place). The resetting process at constant rate therefore
modifies the house-of-cards effect in the following sense: it combines with the mutation to reshuffle
the genomic deck, mixing the mutant density with the initial conditions.
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